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Knowing CYF

Cameroon Youth Forum was created in 2009 In 
a social context of revolt. The 2008 riots, so-
called « hunger riots », offered to youths the 
opportunity to express their dismay in the eyes 

of the whole society. They took the streets of the cities 
of Cameroon to express their social malaise in a noisy 
and violent manner, and exposing the great social divide 
that makes youth fragile and vulnerable to poverty in our 
society. 
At Zenü Network, we understood that the scenes of 
violence and destruction of properties by youth, whom 
people said were manipulated, was just an expression of 
frustration due to the lack of a dialogue platform between 
youth and decision-makers. In light of this, Zenü Network 
planned CYF as an interface between the youths and the 
various stakeholders, whether public or private. It stands 
as a privileged opportunity or a platform that youth should 
use to send messages to the authorities at different 
scales for mutually fruitful exchanges. In fact, Cameroon 
Youth Forum is an initiative that aims at enabling 
Cameroon youth, who constitutes the majority of the 
population, but weakened by a difficult and unfavourable 
context, to seize the opportunities offered to them for their 
development, share experiences in the various domains 
of existence, learn to know and tolerate each other for a 
greater national cohesion and integration.  
CYF is also a good opportunity for the youth to discover 
and love their country, because it also focuses on the 
enhancement of the Cameroon cultural heritage and 
its appropriation by youth. In fact, CYF is a proposal of 
response to the exodus of youth, whose lack of knowledge 
of their country pushes them to embark on unfruitful 
adventures and at the peril of their life, by crossing seas 
and deserts.  
This is the reason why, CYF that was earlier organised 
in the West Region, has become a national organization 
since 2014. Relocated for its seventh edition in 
Ngaoundere in the Adamawa Region, then in Buea in 
the South-West Region for the eighth edition, and after 

in Bertoua, in the Region of the Rising Sun for the ninth 
edition, it is now Garoua in the North Region that will have 
the great honour to host the activities of the tenth edition.  
Today, one can clearly notice that the CYF which is 
improving over the years, after nine editions, stands more 
than ever, as a privileged platform for discussion between 
youth, public and private partner institutions, developing 
partners, and other civil society organisations, so as to 
propose aspects of response to the main concerns of the 
youths. Placed henceforth under the high patronage of 
the Ministry of Youth and Civic Education, the previous 
editions of CYF have shown the usefulness of this 
channel in the gathering, strengthening, mobilisation of 
youth and the sharing of experiences between them.  
Therefore, CYF is a tool for reflection and action that 
enables Cameroon youth to learn how to take advantage 
of the opportunities that exist, while drawing from its 
social and cultural environment, the useful values for an 
individual job that guarantees his personal development, 
a collective work that strengthens citizen development. 
CYF promotes the expression of youth, citizenship 
and national integration. It is equally the place for the 
capitalisation of good practices among youths during the 
year, a moment of motivation for youth in search of marks 
and models of integrity, a ludic framework that allows 
youth to learn through competition and relaxation, a place 
that develop the culture of peace and security through the 
notions of tolerance and acceptance of the other.
From one edition to another, Cameroon Youth Forum has 
emerged as a space and framework for dialogue between 
the youth and decision-makers. Today, many other actors 
are interested for pooling and sharing of experiences. 
To some international programmes that wish to meet 
young Cameroonians, CYF offers the ideal framework 
for intercultural exchanges between youths all over the 
world.

Flaubert Djateng
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Synthesis of CYF9 in Bertoua

The town of Bertoua in the 
East Region of Cameroon 
hosted the activities of the 
9th edition of Cameroon 

Youth Forum (CYF) from 17 to 21 
July 2017. These activities were 
celebrated under the theme “Socio-
economic integration of youth and 
social cohesion », under the high 
patronage of the Ministry of Youth 
and Civic Education (MINJEC) and 
the mentorship of Roland Kwemain, 
Chairman of Go Ahead Africa 
and the World President of Junior 
Chamber International. It is Mr 
Joseph Yerima, Secretary General 
of MINJEC and representative of 
the Minister, who presided over the 
official launching ceremony of the 
Bertoua Forum activities.  During 
that week, 250 youths from the ten 
Regions of Cameroon participated 
in the various activities contained 
in the agenda of Cameroon Youth 
Forum (CYF), under the watchful 
eye of two young German interns 

who came to observe and inquire 
about the implementation mode of 
CYF and its objectives. This ninth 
edition of CYF in Bertoua was 
marked with numerous highlights 
among which, the comeback of the 
Cameroon National Youth Council, 
whose national office, leaded by his 
president, took part in the activities 
before he committed to be from 
now on, present in all the forth 
coming editions. This 9th edition 
also witnessed the signing of two 
partnership conventions between 
Zenü Network and respectively 
the Parliamentarians Hope 
Youth Network (PHYN) and the 
Cameroon National Youth Council 
(CNYC). During the whole week 
of the CYF implementation, the 
youths involved were committed in 
the various activities of the forum, 
and according to the schedule 
of activities as defined by Zenü 
Network, the organiser.
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1 - Official launching ceremony 

This activity was chaired by 
Mr Joseph Yerima, Secretary 
General of MINJEC. The 
multipurpose Hall of Our Lady 

of Hope Major Seminary of Bertoua 
hosted the event.  
For the fourth time, after Dschang 
in 2013, Bafoussam in 2014 and 
Ngaoundéré in 2015, Mr Joseph Yerima, 
during his opening speech in Bertoua, 
congratulated the youths for their 
commitment, patriotism and solidarity 
to the ideals of peace and national unity 
that are so dear to the President of the 
Republic. He advised the youth not to 
be fooled by demagogic speeches and 
all illusions that can turn them away 
from the patriotic ideal that they should 
never abandon. Mr Yerima pointed out 
that youth are sometimes victims of 
purveyors of illusionistic speech, whose 
aim is to destabilize and convert them into 
terrorist networks. The supervisory role 
of MINJEC is to guide them on the right 

path so that they remain unconditional 
patriots who love their country and do 
not always dream of going abroad.  
To Zenü Network, Mr Joseph Yerima 
addressed his encouragement before 
reiterating him MINJEC’s confidence 
and recognition of the quality of work 
done in the interest of youths. The 
Secretary General of MINJEC was 
accompanied for this circumstance by 
the administrative authorities of Bertoua, 
various sector-actors and the civil 
society stakeholders. The concerned 
were Flaubert Djateng, Coordinator of 
Zenü Network and Roland Kwemain the 
mentor of this ninth edition.  Cameroon 
National Youth Council was represented 
by its national vice-president. All the 
interveners during this official ceremony, 
beginning with the representative of the 
Government Delegate to the Bertoua 
City Council, saluted the initiative of 
Zenü Network and encouraged them to 
persevere in this path.
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2 - Conference and workshops

Conferences have always been 
the backbone of the Cameroon 
Youth Forum. They constitute 
the essential moment during 

which youth are invited to reflect on the 
general theme. The animation of those 
conferences was made by specialists in 
the various themes and domains. These 
experts divided the themes into sub-
themes and analyzed them for youths. 
As regards to the 2017 edition of CYF in 
Bertoua, the youth of Cameroon Youth 
Network broke away with monotony. 
Apart from the communication of experts, 
they organised thematic workshops that 
were animated by youths themselves, 
giving thus opportunity to all the young 
participants to express themselves and 
assert their opinion on the various issues 
or topics.
Among the thematic workshops 
organised by the RJC youths, the one 
concerning live skills greatly pleased the 
youth. This theme introduced a conduct 
code adopted by the youths and intended 
to enable the living together among them 
during and after the CYF.
Talking about conferences, seven 
speakers of high level exposed one 
after another before the youths.  Mr 
Melit Cédric, Senior advisor of youth 

and animation and Regional Head of the 
National Youth Integration Fund (NYIF)  
/East opened the floor. His exposé was 
based on the presentation of the Special 
Three Year Youth Plan (STYP) with a 
triple objective: make youth know STYP 
and what it consists of. Also make them 
understand that STYP is a response 
formulated by the Government to address 
the socio-economic integration issues 
faced by youths.  The last objective of his 
speech was to guide the youth towards 
STYP’s offices located in MINJEC 
regional delegations.  
The second conference was presented 
by Mr Hamadou Djibrilla, Senior 
administrative staff at the University of 
Yaoundé II and especially the National 
Vice-president of Cameroon National 
Youth Council (CNYC). He presented 
this Council in order to popularize it and 
invite the youth to become members so 
that they can benefit from all advantages 
offered in this structure. 
The third and last conference of Monday 17 
July was presented by Roland Kwemain, 
the mentor of this 9th CYF edition. To 
contribute in the issue of youth socio-
economic integration, Roland Kwemain 
had a discussion with youths about the 
ten ways to behave as professionals. His 
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objective was to share with them different 
ways of know-how and life skills coming from 
his personal experience. Practicing these 
principles will help them to better integrate 
and be self-employed. 
The conferences continued in the afternoon 
of Tuesday 18th July after the official opening 
of CYF by the SG of MINJEC in the morning. 
The floor was first given to Honourable 
Gaston Komba, Member of Parliament at the 
Cameroon National Assembly and President 
of Youth Hope Parliamentary Network in 
Cameroon (YHPN). His exposé presented 
on one hand Cameroon parliament to youth, 
especially all the programs initiated by the 
two chambers in order to deal with the issue 
socio-economic integration of youths, and on 
the other hand the Youth Hope Parliamentary 
Network created in 2012 with the objective 
to raise hope of a better world among the 
youth by offering them a set of projects 
favourable to their social integration through 
self-employment. His speech appreciated 
by the youths, ended by the signing of a 
partnership convention between the Zenü 
Network and the Youth Hope Parliamentary 
Network.
After Honourable Komba, Mr. Aloma 
Martin Bienvenu, Regional Delegate of 

the Ministry of Small and Medium-Sized 
Enterprises, Social Economy and Handcrafts 
(MINPMEESA) of the East region, presented 
to the youths, the different opportunities that 
his ministerial department offers them, and 
also invited them to get information on the 
conditions needed to benefit from those 
opportunities. 
The last two communications of Thursday 
20 and Friday 21 July concerned 
volunteering activities.  Laurence Kangue, 
of CUSO International, spoke to conference 
participants about volunteering and social 
cohesion. In an animated and participative 
style, she highlighted the appropriateness 
of volunteering and all the opportunities 
that are available for the youths who are 
involved in a volunteering career. Momani 
Mathurin, the President of the Human Rights 
Citizen League closed the floor by sharing 
with youths, his experience as a volunteer 
worker. This service gave him not only 
professional experience but also help him 
to develop his professional contacts and 
equally help him to go back to school as a 
university student to acquire knowledge in 
Law that later enabled him to well perform 
as human rights defender.

2 - Conference and workshops
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To avoid monotony 
of conferences that 
could lead to counter 
productivity, the youth 

was embarked early on Wednesday 
morning in vehicles, in road to the 
pygmies’ camp of Mayos situated 
around forty kilometers from 
Bertoua City. Once there, some of 
them saw the pygmies for the first 
time and even got in touch with 
their realities. The Chief of this 
Camp, H.M Noutchekenou, has 
been kind enough to answer to all 
the questions asked by the youths 
concerning the habits and customs 
of the Baka pygmies.  The youth 
people had the opportunity to take 
part in the building of the Baka 
pygmies’ huts. They also visited a 
museum under the guidance of a 
specialist. 
The Wednesday afternoon was 
consecrated to sport activities 
constituted by football for men and 

athleticism for women. The football 
party opposed the youth team 
of the East Region against the 
team of the other nine regions of 
Cameroon. The East Region team 
won the party by 2 scores to 0. In 
athleticism, Zongabiro Henriette 
of the East Region won the final 
victory in the 400 m.
At dusk and after dinner, the youths 
had their evening around a camp 
fire as their ancestors used to do. 
They discussed about the issue 
of dowry in their different tribes, 
not that they wanted to change or 
replace this custom but simply to 
understand and consider how to 
adapt it to the modern world. 
But before they discussed about 
the dowry issue, Gaston Siandje, 
a cultural facilitator, showed 
them a sociological map of the 
East Region’s population as a 
whole and the City of Bertoua in 
particular.

3 - Tourism, Sport activities and the Evening  
   around the campfire
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N° Nom et prénoms  Structure  Fonction    Contact
1. DJATENG Flaubert   Zenü Network Coordonnateur    699 800 501
2. BEMEGNIE Olga  Zenü Network Chef de section programmes et projets  677 749 541
3. NDOUMTOUO René  Zenü Network Intendant     677 383 006
4. NGAMEGNE Hélène  Zenü Network Administratrice de trésorerie  699 583 488
5. ESSOME Victor  Zenü Network Chauffeur     699 696 948
6. FOKOU Céline  Zenü Network Animatrice de projet   676 019 911
7. TCHUISSEU Basile  Zenü Network Responsable de la communication  675 101 658
8. WAPIWO Paul  Zenü Network Documentaliste    699 983 694
9. TATCHUM Alain  Zenü Network Chef de section administration et finances 699 667 052
10. TCHUEGOUE Judith  Zenü Network Secrétaire     694 350 263
11. NZUPIAP Blaise   Zenü Network Coordonnateur adjoint   699 661 979
12. CHOUDI Tatiana  RJC  Présidente nationale   679 931 407
13. SALI Jean  RJC/Est  Trésorier     699 370 376
14. METONGO Cyrille   RJC/Est  Vice-président   696 939 470
15. AMADOU Ali  CNJC  Commissaire aux comptes   699 048 987
16. BAH Patrick Fadel  JESKA  Président National   699 222 289
17. KEKE NDAMBALA Paulin RJC/Est  Facilitateur  
18. SAH Eric   RJC/Est  Facilitateur  
19. ZAMENGONO Christelle ASSEEC  Facilitatrice  
20. BAWE Marthe Yolande  REC  Facilitatrice  
21. DJONI DAMA Stéphane AJT  Facilitateur  
22. NOUKUMEU Bernard  APED  Facilitateur  
23. NALLE Angèle  RJC/Est  Facilitatrice  
24. OKOLI Anthony   ECE  Facilitateur  
25. MBELE Placide   CNJC/Est  Facilitateur  
26. BIWOLE Estelle  RJC/Est  Facilitatrice  
27. BAZOMBI Françoise   GBAKA’A MAI Facilitatrice  

N° Nom et prénoms  Structure   Fonction
01. KWEMAIN Roland  Go Ahead Africa  Président 
02. ABAMA Abdoulaye Ahmed DRJEC/Est   Délégué régional
03. KANGUE Laurence  Cuso International 
04. MELIT Cédric  FONIJ/Est   Chef d’antenne régionale
05. NGUETNAMOUN Omer DRTRANS/Est  Délégué régional
06. ALOMA Martin Bienvenu DRPMEESA   Délégué régional
07. Père Jean Parfait ATEBA Grand séminaire de Bertoua Recteur 
08. Sr Charlotte ATANGANA Grand séminaire de Bertoua  Intendante 
09. Père Stéphane MODEGOAM Collège de la Salle de Doumé Principal 
10. SM NDOKOA Gilbert  Campement Baka de Mayos Chef traditionnel
11. SM NOUTCHEKENOU  Groupement Baka de Mayos Chef traditionnel
12. SIANDJE Gaston  Animateur culturel 

N° Nom et prénoms
1. BONYOMO Donatien  10. KAMDOUM Edmond  19. France Volontaire
2. Dr BOUTING M. Georges 11. TIADJEU Marie Noel   20. CSIOSP
3. NDONGMO Sylvie  12. NGUESSI CHOUPE   21. YSDA
4. TALOM Alice  13. TOUTSA Céline  22. Horizon Jeune
5. HAKWA Charles  14. MELIE Evelyne   23. Etalon pictures
6. DJATENG Flaubert  15. KAMGAING Jordane   24. Danay Express voyages
7. Me TANDA Zachée  16. TEMA TOUKAM  25. Général Express voyages
8. NGOUFFO Robert  17. ZOURMBA Aboubakar   26. Pain pour le Monde
9. Dr NONO Marie Noel  18. TCHATCHOUA Serges  

N° Nom et prénoms  
1. Mr KAPGUEP Jules / DG 4. Mr KANKEU Emmanuel 
2. Mr SOFFO Gilbert  5. Mr OUMAROU BOUBA (Officier en service au Cabinet DGSN) 
3. Mr TCHAKOUNTIO Ernest 6. Pasteur Jean Blaise KENMOGNE (DG CIPCRE)

Organizing committee

Resources persons

Sponsors of the youths (financial support of CYF9)

People who have worked for the success of CYF9

4 - List of people who have contributed to the achievement of CYF9
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During this ninth edition of the CYF, the delegations’ 
caravan did not witness the same celebration as 
in the past editions. As opposed to the East and 
Littoral Regions who seriously prepared this 

activity, enabling the exhibition of Cameroon cultural and 
traditional values, the other Regions were not well prepared. 
Concerning the Mandela Day, all the delegations took part 
with a certain devotion. The youth went towards junctions 
were motorcycle drivers are found and to the main gathering 
points of the town to sensitize them on the necessity of 
respecting the road code, compulsory motorcycle helmet 
wearing, respect of the regulation in force, respect of the 
clients, importance of the driving license, etc. at the end 
of the 67 minutes scheduled for this activity, at least 1000 
motorcycle drivers were sensitized, in this town were the 
main public transport mean is the two-wheel vehicle.

5 - The delegations’ caravan   
 and the Mandela Day
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Organised on Thursday 20 
July in the multipurpose 
hall of Our Lady of Hope 
Major Seminary of Bertoua, 

these activities enabled the youth to 
refresh all the artistic potentials that 
lie dormant in them. From one CYF 
to another, the activities of excellence 
have been reveling a good number 
of young talents, and this year again, 
these young competitors in the domain 
of poetry, patriotic song, best caravan, 
heritage dance, drawing, handicraft, 

percussion and the competition of 
Miss and Master, are a demonstration 
of a genuine creation that was well 
appreciated and proved that they 
master their culture and traditions. 
At the end of this competition of 
excellence, the youth, very excited 
by the comedic talents of some 
young participants, expressed their 
will to see comedy among activities 
as from the tenth edition among the 
activities admitted in the competition 
of excellence.

Globally, and after deliberation of the jury, the above results were obtained.

6 - Activities of excellence

East 1st 2nd 
Poetry West South
Heritage danse East Littoral
Miss-master Littoral East
Percussion Littoral Centre
Patriotic song Centre Littoral
Handicraft Littoral Adamawa
Drawing East Centre
Caravan East Littoral
Men football East The other 09 Regions
Athletism 100 m Zongabiro Henriette (East) Kenfack (West)
Athletism 400 m Nakoui Diguir (North) Zongabiro (East)
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Presided over by Abdoulaye Ahmed Abama, Regional 
Delegate of the Ministry of Youth and Civic Education 
for the East Region, and in the presence of some sector 
officials, the president congratulated the youths for their 

great participation in the various activities. He encouraged them 
to take full advantage of all they have learned, and be inspired 
by these teachings in order to solve the issue of their economic 
integration. This official closing ceremony was marked by some 
key events of the CYF, notably the final declaration of youths 
and the participant address by the youths of Cameroon Youth 
Network, the presentation of trophies and prizes to the winners 
as well as the choice of the host region of the tenth edition of 
the CYF. At the end of a campaign in which many regions were 
involved, it is finally the North Region who gained the upper 
hand over the South Region. The unity gourd that symbolises 
cohesion among Cameroonian youths was transmitted to the 
North Region by the youths of the East Region so that the tenth 
edition of CYF should be hosted in Garoua. 

7 - The closing ceremony of CYF 
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This year once again, and better 
than last year in Buea, youths’ 
associations, to the great 
satisfaction of Zenü Network, have 

been involved in the success of CYF. Apart 
from the Cameroon Youth Network, that, from 
the first edition, rapidly understood that the 
CYF was created for them, the youths, and 
has always involve its members, one should 
salute this year, the return of the Cameroun 
National Youth Council, that is the entire 
national bureau, under the leadership of its 
national chairperson, who actively took part 
in all the stages of CYF Bertoua. To these two 
great associations of national dimension, we 
should add local youth associations based 
in the East Region, and which, according 
to their availability, have contributed to the 
success of the Bertoua CYF. We can mention 
ASEEEC, APED, AJDES, REC, RAJED, 
PROVEDE, ASPIRCA and CMPJ. A special 
mention was awarded to the Cameroon Youth 
Network who has innovated much this year by 
introducing thematic workshops, a module on 
the Live Skills, and the participant speech to 
CYF. The Cameroon National Youth Council 
has formulated a set of proposals in view of 
improving CYF. 

At the administrative level, it proposes to: 
- Submit the final report to MINJEC and 
administrative authorities within the 
deadline of three months;
- Address thank you letters to the 
authorities, organisations and partnership 
institutions that was involved in the 
success of CYF;
- Address a mentorship demand to 
MINJEC as well as a request for a 
technical management in the organisation 
and mobilisation at the local level ; 
- Invite through a letter and within a two-
months deadline, MINJEC to preside over 
the opening ceremony of CYF ;
- Put in place an organizing national 
committee of CYF, etc. 
At the marketing level:
- Adopt and publish themes and sub-
themes six months before the event ; 
- Organise press conferences to announce 
the event ;  
- Identify medias that will cover the event 
at the local level ;
- Put in place an organizing local 
committee ; 
- Select and train facilitators one month 
before the event.

8 - Involvement of youths’ associations
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Contrary to the past three 
editions of the Cameroon 
Youth Forum for which 
Zenü Network used to 

benefit from a financial support 
from MINJEC, to the amount of 
500.000 CFA Francs, the ninth 
edition in Bertoua was orphan to 
this financial assistance of which 
the organisers used to award 
prizes to the different winners of 
the excellence competition. But 
even though the CYF of Bertoua 
did not have the financial support 
from MINJEC, youths and Zenü 
Network truly appreciated two 
strong actions of MINJEC. Firstly, 
the effective presence of Mr. 
Joseph Yerima, Secretary General 
of the said Ministry, who personally 
presided over the official launching 
ceremony of the activities, 
addressed a message of great 
civic and patriotic value to youths, 

and at the same time thanked, 
congratulated and encouraged 
Zenü Network to stay the course 
in his duty to manage youths. One 
should also mention the constant 
solicitude of the East Regional 
Delegation of MINJEC, who spared 
no effort as concerns its technical 
support for the total success of CYF. 
During this entire CYF, the Regional 
Delegate of MINJEC Mr. Abama 
himself assisted Zenü Network to 
make sure that everything was well 
done. Even in the early morning 
of Saturday before the departure 
of delegations, the Regional 
Delegate came to ensure that the 
departure conditions of the youth 
were good. We should also not 
forget the law enforcement forces 
whose presence alongside youth 
reassured them and made them 
confident all over the CYF week.

9 - Support of MINJEC
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This is certainly the most 
decisive and significant 
moment that Zenü 
Network and the youths 

should remember of the CYF 
edition of Bertoua. During this 
edition of CYF, Zenü Network 
signed partnership agreements 
with youths organisations and with 
other national associations which 
all have the problematic « youth » 
at the heart of their concern. This 
is the Parliamentarian Hope Youth 
Network through his president 
Honourable Gaston Komba and the 
Cameroon National Youth Council 
through his president Jean Marc 
Afesi Mbafor, who ratified their 

partnership convention in view of 
sharing information and experience 
so as to always find solutions to 
the various youth issues. The 
association France Volontaire 
and CUSO International who 
were also impressed by the Zenü 
Network devotion to Cameroon 
youths, also committed to a formal 
partnership with Zenü Network. To 
this date, CUSO International has 
also signed its convention. These 
are three partnership agreements 
that Zenü Network signed before 
leaving CYF Bertoua. Good omens 
for the next editions of CYF.

Basile Tchuisseu and 
Flaubert Djateng

10 - Signing of partnership conventions
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Cameroon Youth Forum aims 
to be a great moment for 
the mobilization of youths 
with a view to learn some 

knowledge that do not necessarily 
convey by the classical canon of 
training, namely, secondary school, 
universities and the other vocational 
training centres. At every edition of 
the CYF, youths who have taken part 
to the various activities always return 
well satisfied and happy for having 
acquired additional skills that are likely 
to facilitate their social or professional 
integration. In this 9th edition of CYF 
in Bertoua, the youths themselves 
have acknowledged during two 
powerful speeches, notably the word 
of participant and the final declaration, 
that thanks to the presentation of 
the National Youth Integration Fund 
(NYIF) and the Ministry of Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises, 
Social Economy and Handicrafts 
(MINPMESSA), they were informed 
on the Government opportunities in 
their favour, then they promised to 
rush to the different services   of these 

ministries  in order to receive all the 
benefits to which they are entitled, as 
soon as they return in their different 
localities. Another great lesson of this 
9th edition of CYF is of cultural nature. 
The visit of the BAKA pygmies’ camp 
in MAYOS village was an opportunity 
for these youths to get closer to the 
cultural reality of the people and learn 
much of the vertu and supernatural 
power that the Bantu people attribute 
to them. The evening around the 
campfire was another great moment of 
learning and intercultural exchanges. 
The youths discussed in details the 
practice of dowry in their different 
regions, at the same time, to value 
their culture and encourage the others 
to respect the habits and customs in 
which African society is founded on, 
but also to denounce the deviations 
related to dowry practices that at 
long term constitute an obstacle to 
development. Concerning the theme, 
the youths have understood that 
our country has many resources 
and a strong potential in agriculture, 
livestock and services.
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